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. CHAP'l'ER ;[ 
INTRODUC'.CION 
"Highway pavement is only as good as its subgrade" is. a. statement. 
often cited by civil engineers when discussing highway design and con-
struction. This o;t.d cliche is quite true. Subgrade conditions are 
most i~portant, and any factor which may alter the engineeritlg proper-
ties of this foundation soi+ is of ~ritical concern. Moisture varia-
tioQ.s can great;I.y weaken the subgrade by causing changes ;l.n soil volume 
and strength. 
The Soho1;1l of Civil Engineering at Oldahoma State University; in 
cogperation with the Oklahoma Pepartment of Highways and Bureau of 
Public Roads, initiated, in June, 1964, a six year study of subgrade 
moisture variations tinder highway pavements (Ref 1). Fifty research 
. sites were selected and prepared for data c9llect;ion with nuclear depth 
density and moisture probes (Ref 2). This equipment enables repeatable . . 
in-situ soil density and moisture.content measurements. 
Statement of the Problem 
The utilization of depth density and depth JllOisture probes for 
non;,..,destructive soil testing (dens:f,t:y an4. mo:J.sture .content determ;Lna-
tion.s) has been iµvestigated siTI.ce.1950. A primary obstacle hindering 
their acceptance as a etandard test procedure is calibration of.the 
equipment. Calibration of an ip.str\,l.ment .. of this type usually refers to 
1 
2 
the development of an empirical, graphical relationship between appara-
tus response and soil conditions. Reliability of field measurements 
using nuclear depth probes is dependent on calibration accuracy. 
Much of the difficulty can be traced to the character of soil 
itself. Soil type may vary widely in a given area. The physical, 
chemical, and mineralogical characteristics of soil are subject to var-
iation. Field measurements with nuclear depth equipment must be valid 
for the entire spectrum of subsurface conditions . The feasibility of 
employing nuclear probes for quality control and inspection is depen-
dent upon their reliability under all field conditions. 
Therefore, a calibration procedure using actual soil "standards" 
would be desirable for nuclear probes. A standard is defined as a mass 
of soil which has been co~pacted to a known density at a known moisture 
content under controlled conditions. Construction of this standard 
requires an efficient method of soil preparation and placement. 
Scope of the Investigation 
A method of calibration standard construction using three Oklahoma 
soils as calibration media is described herein, Thirteen standards 
were constructed with various densities and moisture contents. The 
equipment response of nuclear depth density and depth moisture probes 
is evaluated in terms of empirical calibration curves obtained from the 
soil standards. The effects of soil type, standard container geometry, 
and calib+ation procedure on equipment response is also investigated. 
CUAPTER II 
THEORY OF NUCLEAR MEASUREMENT 
The ~asic operational theory behind nuclear testing procedures is 
of c;.o~siderable importance to the calibrat:i,on problem. The processes 
involved ilre, in general, quite complicated because of the ra;diation 
phenomenon, but the more important points will be summarized below. 
Density Measurements 
The density tl)easurement technique utilizes a probe with a radio-
active source., usually radium-226, which emits gamma radiation at a 
constant average rate. Gamma particles.are capa.ble of penetrating 
dense mate-rials but ai:-e.slowed with an accompanying energy loss as they 
pass through matter. Some gamma particles may be scattered through the 
m1;1terial in a series of collisions, but others may be absorbed, 
Gamma particles have three distinct reactions as they strike other 
atoms. From Fig 2.1; these reactions are the photoelectric effect, the 
Compton effect, and pair production. If a gamma particle collides with 
an.orbital electron of an<;>ther atom, it -qiay transfer all of its energy 
to the e;I.ectron, The "e~cited" electron is ejected from the parent 
atom with less enei;-gy than the original gamma ray. Materials have 
different rates of particle absorption l;>y the photoelectric effect. 
The probability of this phenomenon occurring in a given material is 
dependent on the density of the material, atomic number and mass of the 
3 
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element, the percentage composition, and·the total ~qmber of element1;1 
involved. 
The Compton effect occ4rs when gamma partiGles collide with an 
. orbital electron .and al;'e scattered with energy loss in the collisioq. •. 
5 
The gamma particle continues in an altered direction with a lower 
kinetic energy. Usually, the electron·struck is placed in an "excited" 
~t;:ate an~ is ejected from the pa.rent atom as with the photoelectric 
·effect. 
The third case is not significant in the mechanics of depth den-
s;f.ty measurements. l?air product:(.on occurs near the n1.1cleus of an atom 
with a positron and electron being prod1.,1ced. 
Photoelectric effects are predominant in soil materials when gamma 
particle$ have energies less than one.Mev (million electron volts). 
_One electron volt is the energy gained-by an electron in falling 
thro1,1gh a potential difference of one volt. 'l'}le-.,Compton.' effect occurs 
~s the prip.c:i,.ple mode of gamma particle inteiaction in the range of 
energies between one-half Mev to four Mev. 
Two methpd1;1 of gamma particle detection are used in conjunction 
with density testing. The bc1,ckscatter process counts the number of 
galDJll.,9. particles which are.deflected by·the soil back·toward the source. 
The direct transmission technique utilizes gamma particles which pass 
thro1,1gh the. _soil with very little deflection. The source is at one 
locat;iol;l and the detection tube at another. A depth density probe 
employs the b.!;1.ckscatter technique. 
The density probe, seen in Fig 2.2~ has two principle components, 
a radiu~-226 source at the bottom and.a Geiger~Mueller tuhe at the top. 
The G-M tube consists of a thin cylindrical.shell (the cathode) and a 
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Figure 2.2. Depth Density Probe 
7 
fine wire anoc;le suspended in an-inert gas. A voltage of slightly less 
than that required to produce a discharge in the gas is applied between 
the anode and cathode. When a gamma particle enters the tube its 
energy ionizes a gas molecule. 'rhe electrons produced by ionization_ 
are ac.celet:ated toward the anode by the voltage-gradient and cause addi-
tional ions to Qe produced. This is an extr~mely rapid reaction and 
produces an electrical discharge in.the gas, resulting in an_elect;rical 
impulse to the external circuit. The detection system counts all 
gamma particles regardless of their energy level. Shielding is placed 
between tµe detector and the source to prevent direct transmission. 
The distance between source and detector tube is most important because 
the probability of backscattered gamma radiation.reaching the G-M tube 
increases with _distance. The sensitivity of this instrument is quite 
poor, but :i,t is believed that reliable resu:)..ts can be obtained when 
used with acc_ur~te calibt:"ation data (Ref 3). 
As a soil increases in density, its ability to absorb galllill& parti-
cl,es also increases, Fewer gamma particles will.be backscattered to 
the detector tube. This means that a soil of 150 pcf wet density will 
have an instrµment response or pulse count lower than a soil with a 
120 pcf wet density. This. relatio"Q.ship is valid for densities encoun-
tered in high~ay subgrades. The density measured is the total mass or 
wet densi~y of the material. 
Moisture Measurements 
The nuclear method of determining moisture content employs fast 
neutrons, The moisture probe used in this study, shown in Fig 2,3, 
(.iepends on_a radium-beryllium reaction to produce fast neutrons. -The 
f, 
8 
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Figur~ 2.3. Depth Moisture Probe 
radium-226 emits alpha particles whiGh collide with the beryllium. 
· This cpllision releases fast neutrons to be transmitted into the soil. 
ThE;l neutron interaction with matter is quite similar to that dis-
~ussed for gannna radiation. The neutron may engage in an elastic 
collision with other nuclei in the soil, or it may be absorbed by a 
nucleus. This results in the annilation of the neutron and, subse-
quE;intl,y, an "excited" atom. 
9 
In any elastic collision the colliding particles must not lose 
their total kinetic energy. However, particle velocity may be altered . 
If an impinging neutron strikes a particle of the same mass in an 
elastic collision, the neutron could impart some or all of its energy 
to the struck particle. However, if the neutron were to strike an 
atom o{ much larger mass, it would merely be deflected with little loss 
in kinetic energy. The probability of an elastic collision is depen-
dent on the size and mass of the atomic nuclei involved . 
The only particle which has a mass of similar size as the neutron 
is the hydrogen ion. Therefore, hydrogen would have a greater proba-
biiity of slowing the fast neutron. As can be seen in Table 2 . 1, it 
takes only about eighteen collisions with hydrogen atoms to slow or 
"tl)ermalize" a fast neutron. Lithium is next, but . it required approx-
imately four times the number of collisions to thermalize a neutron . 
Furthermore, lithium is not found abundantly in most soils. Hydrogen 
exists as water and also in the ionic state. It can be said that the 
moisture probe is a hydrogen sensitive device, and by this means gives 
an indication of the amount of water in the soil. 
The other important interaction mode is absorption . The ability 





















Avera,ge number Average number 
ot collisions of collisions 
required for required for 
thermalization Element thermalization 
18.2 Silicon 262 
69.3 J?hosphorus 288 
88.1 Sul{ur 298 
104.5 Chlorine 329 
115.4 Potassium 362 
133,5 Calcium 371 
1.5i Titanium 442 
215 Manganese 514 
227 Cadmium 1028 
TABLE 2.1, RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF ELEMENTS 
IN SLOWING DOWN FAST NEUTRONS 
Elements 
Area commonly Area 
Barns encountered Barns 
to . 46,000 Iron 2. 53. 
2,450 ·Eotass;i.um 2.07 
755 Nitrogen 1.88 
196 Sodium 0.505 
98.8 Calcium 0.44. 
71.0 Hydrogen 0.332 
63.0 Aluminum 0.230 





Silicon. 0.00016 · 
TABLE 2.2. RELA1:IVE ABSORPTION CAPACITY OF SOME 
ELEMENTS FOR THE~L NEUTRONS (0.025 ev) 
10 
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and neutron energy. A list of st+oiig 1;1.bsorbers or "poisons" is 
included in Table 2.2. The best absorbers have absorption 
cross-sections wh;i.ch are quite high. The unit of measurement for this 
-24 2 property is th~ Barn; it is eqllSl to an area qf 10 cm. Although-
these neutron cross-sections have area units, they are not the physical 
cross-sect~ons of the nuclei. In fact, nuclides have several 
cfoss-sectionEjl, ancl these variable cross-sections·are often compHca-:-
ted funct.:J,ons of neutron energy (Ref 4). 
Slqw neutrons are cqunted by a tube filled with boron-trifloride 
gas enriched with boron-10. The slow neutrons combine with the nucleus 
of the boron..-10 to form bol;'on-11. This element is quite unstable, and 
it emits alpha particle$ when it disintegrates. These alpha particles 
ionize the gas ;i.n the detector tube to produce electrical puls.es which 
Certain-of the net,ttron poisons (boron, .cadmium, chlorine, and 
iron) will produce undesirable effects since the slow neutrons co1.v1;1ted 
do not give a valid indication of soil hydrogen content. For instance, 
boron in concentrations of 2 .. to 10() ppm will .give erro:rs in equipment 
resp~mse up to ten per cent. A similar deviation will occur in the 
slope .of the calibration c1,1rve with a chlorine content change of .0122 
gram/gram of dry soil. An iron content change of five per cent will 
a+ter the slope of a moisture calibration curve by 3.3 per cent (Ref 5). 
Also, soils with high organic content (for example, peat) will give 
inacc1,1rate results because of .the presence of organic compounds. Th~ 
hydrogen in tpese sources will thermalize neutrons just as efficiently 
8$ hydrogen _in-water~ 
CHAPTER . II I 
REVIEW OF rREVIOUS CALIBRAT~ON 
PROCEDURES 
Nu~lear equipment employed in ihis st~dy was manufactured by Trox-
ler Labora,tories, Inc. of Raleigh, North .Carolina. They rely on non-
soil materials to produce factory calipration curves for nuclear depth. 
density and moisture probes. Portland cement concrete was chosen,as 
the density calibration media. Modified fifty-five gallon oil drums 
were filled with concrete, vibrated to uniform densities and moist 
cured, Aluminum access tubing was placed in the barrel prior to the 
pouring of the concrete. The su?;"face of the cured mater;i.al was coated 
with epoxy to prohibit moisture fluctuations (Ref 6). 
The moisture equipment was calibrated with cadmium chloride-water 
solution standards. Cadmium is a very efficient absorber of fast 
neutrons; a high cadmium content will produce a low return of thermal-:-
;i.zed neutrons to the detector tube. ~he water acts as a thermalizer 
of fast neutrons. Various cadmium chloride-water solutions were 
correlated to soil response at a known moisture content; soils native 
to the North Carolina region were employed in this correlation (Ref 6). 
Spme.earl,y studies theorized that calibration.curves between 
mo;i.ature contell,t and counting rate would be independent of soil type, 
Belcher, Cuykendall and Sack. first arrived at this con<;:lusion (Refs 7 ~ 
8). The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers calibrated nuclear depth probes 
12 
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with laboratory standards (Ref 9). This calibration was checked in the 
field by comparing gravimetric moisture· .contents of soil samples 
obtained at test sites to the moisture content indicateq. by equipment 
response. It was observed that separate curves could be fitted through 
the data more closely than a single curve,· However, the study chose to 
develop a single curve from the data obtained for density and moisture· 
respectively. The Co:rps of Engineers concluded that this procedure had 
too much experimental error. They also state the density probe was not 
accurate enough for airfield measurements because of the calibration 
problem, but the i:noisture probe might be. 
Latef research by Belcher, Cuykendall, Sack, and Carl,.t.on (Ref 10) 
invalidated earlier work and recommended separate curves .be developed 
for density gages. They found that composition or soil type effects 
were as much as nine per cent, indicating the need for separate cali-
bration curves. 
Holmes and ~enkinson. (Ref 11) have stated that the character of 
the absorption cross~section of soil solids and the possibility of 
hydrogen existing within a soi:J..in compounds other than ~ater compli-
cate the c~rve theory. 
LeFevre and Manke (Ref 3) though acknowledging that separate 
curves for indiv.idual · soils did exist, attempted to develop a median 
calibration cu~ve fo~ moisture and density gages. They state that for 
practical· purposes the single curve approach is warranted so. this 
method may be considered feasible for engineering use •. 
Richards (Ref 5) attempted density calibration using drums filled 
with uniform sand. Moisture studies utilized the same material with 
varioqs amounts of water added.. The sand was compacted in sb: inch 
14 
lifts with a hand tamp, l?ulse count in the various standards was corre-
lated to moisture content as determined by samples taken from the 
standards. Cohesive soils were not employed due to problems of mb:ing 
and placement. The curve produced in the laboratory was compared t;o 
field data. Moisture readings were collected from several sites and in 
various soil types. The counts were used in conjunction with the labo-
rc1.tory curve to predict in.-situ moisture content. Soil samples were 
removed from each soil test site, and gravimetric moisture determina-
tions were completed as a check on the validity of the calibration 
curve. Richards concluded that this approach to the problem proved 
unsuccessful as unsatisfactory results were obtained. 
Since preparing soil standards involved much.time, labor, and 
large volumes of soil, Van Bavel, Nielson, and Davidson (Ref 12) cj:10se 
neutron absorbers as calibration media. ';['heir research concluded that 
neutron counts similar to those in soils could be obtained. Further-
more, they state that any f:Leld calibration will give results of 
indecisive validity. 
McHenry (Ref 13) and Ballard and Gardner (Ref 14) recommend that 
standards ml.).st conform to certain basic criteria. They mention such 
factors as cheap construction, use of readily available materials; and 
·use of materials which will not undergo extensive changes over a long 
period of time, The standard.should provide a wide range of readings 
for the nuclear E?quipment. Other investigators have done work with 
paraffin, sand and ammonia alum mixtures, and polyethylene materi~la as 
calibration media (Ref 13). Ballard and Gardner (Ref 14) suggest 
possible standards of aqueol.).s solutions of salts, slurries, non-compac-
tible powders, solids, or sized solid particles. They also present 
15 
some work with a mathematical analysis of the gamma scattering process 
and neutron interaction in a mass model. 
LeFevre and Manke (Ref~) used limestone aggregate, river gravel, 
expanded shale, and Permian .red clay as soil standards. The aggregate, 
gravel., and shale were tested in dry, saturated, and drained states. 
:Both density and moisture calibration ct.1rves were developed from this 
set ot" standards, The q.ohesive soil, Permian .red clay, was mixed to 
various water contents and compacted in modified barrels by a power 
tamp. 
Relatively small confined masses of material used as calibratiQn 
standards are limitations in themselves. The moisture.probe.has a 
sphere of influence which varies with the moisture content. Van Bavel 
(Ref 15) has determined that this zone around the probe can be 
expressed by the following equation: 
R (inches) 100 
113 
~ 5•9 <vol% Water) (3.1) 
where R is the radius of a sphere of neutron influence.with its 
center at the source. This relationship is invalid below three per 
cent of water by volume. Richards (Ref 5) states that the minimum 
radius is from about four inches in water t;o over eighteen inches in 
dry soil. Other investigators have stated that the sphere of infl.uence 
may vary from twelve to sixteen inches in ordinary soils. Tro~der lab-
oratories references Van Bavel's equation in its literature.on moisture 
probe operation (Ref 16). 
It is necessary to keep the sphere of influence of the moisture 
probe within the container to get valid results, The container's 
16 
dimensions directly limit the moisture content to above a critical min-
imum value. A small container will, therefore, have a high minimum 
moisture content. In_this connection Van·Bavel (Ref 12) reco~ends 
that for calibration purposes at low moisture content, a homogeneous 
soil mass of at least four-foot,. dimensions is required. 
The Sphere of influence for the Troxler density probe is approxi-
mately five inches (Ref 17). This dimension is not of critical concern 
in the study as it is well within the boundaries of the calibration 
standard container. 
The previous cal:(.bration experiments. obviously illustrate the 
obstacles of equipment calibration. Although non-soil materials give 
excellent results in some cases, the problems involved with soil still. 
exist. The authors chose_ to calibrate using soil standards with_aon-
trolled moisturecontents, Artificial s,;tandards were not considered. 
Furthermore, the authqrs.chose cohesive soils as calibration media for 
two sets of standards. Cohe~ive soils have been neglected because of 
mixing and placement problems, but genera+ly they are of critical con~ 
· cern in highway sub grades. Soils with high clay content are qµite , 
sensitive to moisture changes. In Oklahoma expansive clays are abun-
dant and are thought _to cause many subgrade failures. 
It should be noted that this study required the calibration of 
both moisture -_and density probes. Sub grade moisture investigati,on 
requires engineering mo;isture content (weight ratio· of water to soil 
solids in a soil mass). Water quantity, in pounds per cubic foot, can-
not be related to general soil properties, liquid and plastic limit, 
shrinkage limit, optimum moisture content, etc. To obtain engineering 
moisture content, one must subtract the amount-of water (pounds per 
17 
cubic foot) from the wet density to obtain the dry density. The mois-
ture content in pounds per cubic fo.ot is divided by the dry density to 
determine the engineering moisture content in percent. Therefore, 
civil engineering requirements put an additiona;L burden on calibration, •. 




One sand and two cohesive sotls were selected for the calibration 
standards. All materials are found in Oklahoma and represent a general 
cross-section of soils encountered in the state. 
A fine yellow sand was located four miles west of Sapulpa, Okla-
homa on highway US 66. As is seen in Fig 4.1, the sand is quite 
uniform. This material was weathered from a limonitic yellow sandstone 
formation which outcrops in the immediate area. It was selected 
bec.ause its grain· size was between. the coarsi;l aggregates used by 
LeFevre and Manke (Ref 3) and cohesive soils. 
Permian red clay (PRC) was selected as the second material 
because of its abundance in the Stillwater area. Also, LeFevre and 
Manke used the soil in their preliminary calibration study, and the 
authors desired to extend their work with the material. This clay was 
obtained from the ex.cavat:l.on of the mi:!,thematics and statistics build-
ing on the Oklahoma State University campus at a depth of ten feet. 
Its physical properties can be seen in Fig 4,1 and Table 4.1. Grain 
size dist.ribution data was obtained by hydrometer analysis. 
The third soil was a brown silty clay found four miles north of 
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Soil Phisical ProEerties Lineal* Classification 
Shrinkage MSHO--UNIFIED 
WL w I G _£_ _E_ s 
Fine Uniform 
Sand NP NP NP 2,66 NP A3 SP 
Permian Red 
Clay 41.3 22.0 19.4 2. 72 11.8 A7 CL 
Brown Silty 
Clay 23.1 18.0 5.1 2.66 5~3 A4 ML 
*Texas Highway Department Bar Method 




because it had·different characteristics than the Perm:i,an clay or sap,d, 
i.e., another distinct soil type. !ts physical properties, see Tal:>le 
4.1, indicated it was a good subgrade mate.rial; thie is unusual in 
p.orth central Oklahoma because Permian red clay predominates~ l'he soil· 
deposit was·nea.r a SllU;lll stream anci therefore it is believed the silty 
ciay was deposited by water.action. A trace of sand was also fo11nd in 
the soil. The grain size data was obtained from hydrometer analysis, 
Thus, the selected soils for nuclear probe,calibration provided 
two good and one very poor subgrade :inater.ial. A grain size range ,was 
obtained that included fine sand, silt, and colloidal. size clay~ With· 
the inclusion of LeFevre and Manke's dat!:l, on nuclear probe calibration, 
the entire spect.rum of Oklahoma soils would be, to ·some extent, 
inve$tigated. 
Soil Preparation 
The sand was we.t s;i.eved through a U.S. Bureau of Stap.dards No •. lQ 
sieve into a thirty gallon waste can, Most.of the organic matter 
(roots, weeds, etc.) was retained on the sieve screen and all of the 
sand passed into the can, The majority of clay part;i.cles found with 
the sand remained in wash water suspension and were removed as the 
water overflowed the container. The sieved sand was then oven-dried 
and placed in G.I. cans for storage, 
The cohesive soils were processed differently. The soil was 
ave1;,1-dried for twenty-four hours, see Fig 4.2, and allowed to cool, 
The dry soil was placed in a Los Aq.geles Abrasion test machine, sh.c>wn 
in Fig 4.3, ati.d pulverized until the soil passed the U.S. No~ 40 sieve 
in a Gilson Mechanic.al Tes ting screen, shown in Fig 4. 4. The PRC has · 
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Figure 4.2. Oven and Dry Soil 
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Figure 4 , 3. Los Angeles Abrasion Test i'.1achine 
24 



















Figure 4. L, Gilson Mechanical Testing Screen 
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a very high dry strength and it required about one hour for the abra-
SiQn ma.chine to break up thirty pounds of soil. Only one third of this 
material would pass the No. 40 sieve. Therefore, it is recommended, 
tl:iat a grinder be employed, as shown in Fig 4.5, to break down all·soil 
retained onthe No. 40 sieve. Otherwise, the time required for pro-
cessing highly plastic clays·is extremely long. The silty clay broke . 
. down quite easily in less than thirty minutes per thirty pound load. 
Its yield (passing the No. 40 sieve) was abCi>ve sixty pe't' ,.cent and. any 
material retained was pulverized in·the grinder. The soil before and 
after processing is shown in Fig 4. 6 in the G. I. storage caps •. 
It should be noted that if highly plastic clays are being pro-
cessed by the above procedure, all personnel in the immediate working 
area should wear face masks to prevent inhaling the dust, The clay 
size particles remain in suspension .indefinitely if proper ventilation 
of the.area is not available. This creates a definite health hazard 
for the personnel involved. 
Container Preparation 
A fifty-five gallon .drum was cut down to.a height of approxiiµately 
twenty-fout' inches, as seen in Fig 4. 7. The in.side was painted with 
re4 lead and then with a coat of epoxy to prevent corrosion. A drain-
age outlet of galvanized pipe fittings was placed on each ba·rrel~ A 
plywood template·was cut.to fit under the barrel to keep deformation of 
the bottomata minimum dur;ing compaction. Each barrel rested on a 
channel Jrame. The drainage out:\.et, template, and eteeJ,. frame are 
shown in Fig 4 •. 8. A steel frame and hoist, shown in Fig 4. 9 , was used 
io move the compacte4 standards, which weighed over six hundred pou~ds 
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Figure 4.5. Soil Grinder 




Figure 4.7. Empty Standard Container 
Figure 4.8. Steel Frame, Plywood Template, and Standard 





Figure 4.9. Steel Frame and Hoist 
when completed. 
After painting, each_ba+rel was fill~d with water to a predeter-
mined mark (twenty-one inches in this study). This mark represented 
the proposed top of the soil mass after compaction. The barrel was 
weighed and the volume of the container to this specified mark was 
determined from weight of water calculations. 
Construction .of Standards 
31 
All-materials were mixed and compacted in three inch liftso The. 
uniform sand·had a ver:y narrow range·of obtainable void ratios. l'here-
fore, its minimum void ratio <e = 0.67) was selected as the design 
value, The minimum moieture content for th_e standard (based in Eq 3 .1) 
was calculated in lb per cu ft and converted to engineering moisture 
content. Five moisture contents were chosen for the set of standards. 
Therefore, with void ratio and moisture content selected as control 
values, the amount of water and sand for a compacted three inch lift 
was calculated. 
l'he two cohesive soils were ~repared in similar manner. Using 
Harvard Miniature apparatus, Standard AASHO·and Modified·AASHO compac-
tion curves were. developed and the minimum allowable moisture content 
for an eleven inch sphere of influence was calculated from Eq 3.1. 
These data are shown in Fig 4 •. 10 and Fig 4.11 for the PRC and silty 
clay. Moisture contents for the PRC standards were selected between 
16% and 25%. Note that standards.Na. 8 and No. 9 are.at or above the 
plastic limit. The silty clay standards were chosen between 9% and 
.18%, Standard. No. 10 was mix«i!d to obtain a moisture content which 
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container, Standard No, 13 was at the plastic limit of the soiL 
Also, it was desired to obtain a large range of wet density 
values since the standards would be used for density probe calibration 
research. The design void ratios of the cohesive materials were 
selected based on the c;:ompact;Lon curves obtained. Points above the 
Modified AASHO curve.and below the Standard AASHO curve were included 
to determine .the most efficient region of compaction with the equip-
ment available. 
The correct .amounts Qf soil and water were weighed and mixed until 
well blended. Hand. mixing was employed in all cases as shown in Fig 
4.12. The-processed cohesive soils were assumed to have an initial 
moisture content of two per cent. Hanc;l mixing was selected because it 
is the only quick method of working with clays in dry powder form. 
Water was added and the mixt~re troweled thoroughly. No spraying was 
used because Qf evaporation problems, 
Once· the soil alld. water. were mixed, the ''mud" was shoveled into 
the standard, as is shown in Fig 4.13, and compacted immediately with 
a power tamp as shown in·. Fig 4, 14. Three inch gradation marks were 
placed on the inside wall. of .the drum prior to compacting, and the soil 
was·compacted until each mix of soil and water f:(.lled the three inch 
lift. Seven lifts were plac~d in each standard. The barrel was 
covered with polyethylei:ie sheeting to prevent evaporation. The com-
pacted standard and evaporation cover are shown in Fig 4.15. 
It should pe noted that this approach to.the compaction phase 
eliminated any problems with timing or otherwise controlling the com-
pactive effort appl:i..ed to.each lift, The lift was compacted until it 
fit tq.e des:i.gn requirements and the three-inch lif.t thickness was 
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Figure 4.12. Hand ·~ixing Procedure 
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Figure 4.13. Lift Placement 
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Figure 4.14. Compaction Procedure 





Later, the standard was weighed· to determine the weight of .. the 
soil mass. Using th~ volumes P+eviol.lsly determiµed, the average mass 
density of th.e soil was determined. 
The sand .s i::andards were . allowed to cure for. ninety days; the PRC, 
forty-five days, and the silty clay, fifteen days.· St~ndard construe-
tion schedule created the variation in curing times as access tubing 
for the en.tire group of standards was placed during one co11,tim1c;,us 
operation. Furthermore, the volume of .. soil. required for four or five 
standards lllScle it impr~ctical to store all soils and compact the 
standards ,at onEil time. Therefore, the three types were compactecj. at 
intervals, requiring the storage of only one soil at a time. 
To install the alwninum access tubing, a two inch OD thin wall 
I 
stainless stee+ tube was pushed slowly i.nto the center of the compacted 
soil. This tube had a 1/16 inch wall thickness and was .honed at one 
end to minimize soil disturbance as it was forced into the clay. The 
equipment an~ procedure are illustrated in Figs 4.16 and 4.17. A 
wooden guide template was placed on the soil surface to guide the tube 
into the standard.~ 'l'he cutting tube was pushecl by a Tinius Olsen· 
ioo,ooo pound un;tvei:sal testing machine. The steel tube was removed 
with an overhead crane ,.and moisture s·a,mples were taken from the corec;i 
soil. · An aluµdn1,1m access tube. (2. 000 inch OD, 1. 900 inch ID, 24 inch 
length) sealed at the bottom was inserted into the cored hole. The 
standard was recqvered with polyethelene sheetillg to.prevent evapora-
tion. The completed standard with access tubing is shown in Fig 4.18 
and a section of a typical standard is illustrated in.Fig 4.19. 
.._ 
~ > 
Figure 4.16. Template Guide and Steel Cutting Tube .f:'-c 
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Figure 4.17. Coring Procedure 
Figure 4.18. Completed Calibration Standards ~ N 
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Discussion of Construction Proce<;lµre· 
The mixing and placement·pl;'ocedures as previously described worked 
well, Hand mi:dng of the clay was tedio"Us but it is the best method. 
The clay neat" or above the plastic l,imit is almost; impossible to m;lx 
with a mechanical mb;er as the powdered clay "balls up" in small 
sl'heres which are saturated in the center and dry on the surface.· The 
sand mixed well with very little difficulty. Mechanical mixing is a 
pqssibility with f:i,.ne ~raqular soils especially if thicker lifts are 
teq'I.Jired. The length of mixing time varied with tht:i soil·and the 
moisture content; required. However, an average m;f.:)l:ing time of f:i,.fteen 
minu,t:,eij ~-c-i.11:t for the silty clay and clay, and te11, tllinutes foi; the 
sand is reasonable. 
Evalµation of the c;onstru~ted sand stc;1,ndards is somewhat difficult. 
The moisture c9ntents were all very neat; to the total saturation value 
for a v<;>id ratio of; O.E;,7. FurthermoJ;e, some moisture migrated t;o the 
bottom in ,;i+l the sall,d standards, Sa11d above the "water table" was 
from tlwQ to four per cent d;rier in moisture content as the surface was 
approached. This provided a moisture profile in the sand.· This would 
not effect the bulk or mass demdty apd average moisturl! content calcu-
lations but the moisture ;:tnd wet density Uuctuatbns would affect the 
nucl.ear equipment responce .• 
Access tube instaLl.ation in the sand standards created an addi-
tional problem, rhe sand core did not remain in the core tube and was 
difficult to remove f;rom the standard, The core separated near the 
satl,lratio11 line in the standard because of the difference in Ul\it 
we;lghts of the ~terial. One attempt to remove the remaintng core at;. 
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the bottQl"!l 0£ the hole (Standard No, 2) caused a large disturbance of 
the 1:1and nei:lr the ho.le and sluf;fin~ of soil into the hole. ';I'herefore, 
the access tubing was not in1:1ert;ed to the bottom of the sand standards, 
put it did peinetrate the saturated zone. 
Sand St;andl;lrd No. 2 had a design moisture content at the calcula-
ted total sa~ur1;1tion for the mini;mum void ratio, The lifts in this 
st;andatd did not compact well and the sand began to bulk which indicated 
tqt;al saturat:1,.on, This behavior verified the void ratio ca;Lculations · 
for the sand, Attempts to vary the sand void ratio failed beca.use of 
the u11,iform;J.t;y of the material. 
l'he main problem encountered with the cohes;i.ve soil was in mixing, 
Placement; was done efficiently with the power tamp in. most cases, How-
ever, standards No. 6 and No, 10 were desigrt~d above the Modified AASHO 
cu.rves for the respective materials. As can be seen in Figs 4.9 and 
4,10, the const;ructed standards had good moisture contents when compared 
to the design criteria, but the average bulk densities were not ful-
filled, It is believed that the Modifieq AASHO curve represents the 
limit of compaction capabilities fol;' this procedure and equipment, 
Sta.ndatd, No, 10 is designed to have a moisture .. content less than t;hat 
required by Eq 3.1 for th«ia standard container, '.j:'he significance of this 
point wi.1,1 be discussed in Chapter V. 
Generally, the moisture contents of the cohesive standards were 
clo$e t;o des;ign specifications, but the density values were somewhat 
less. Tb,e dry density figures we,:e computed on the baE:ib of the 
average wet density data, 
A poss;l.ble source of human error in this procedtl.re could be in the 
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weighing. Volumes for tbe. standard containers yar~ed b~tween 4.66 
cubic feet and 4.92 cubic feet. An average value was 4,8 c\.ibic fee~ 
for the volume of a compacted soil mass. The platform balanc;e t,is·ed 
was accurate to one ha.lf t>ound~ I.t should be noted . that. a large error 
of f:i,.ve pounds made in weishin,g the water f:i,l,led barrel wou:J;d al.t;ei 
· the avera~e bulk density by three pcf, The same error when ~etermin~ 
ing the soil weight would alter the average bulk density about 2 pcf. 
Another ppssible source of error was the.estimate of init:l.al wa,te; 
content of the soiL :However, as stated pieviousl,y, the constructed 
standards had moist~re contents quite close to the design c~iteria. 
It; :f,s believed that t;his· factor wa~ not; in error. It sho4lc:J be stan-: 
dard procedure to store the cl1:1,y soils i-q sealed containere to keep 
the soil from absorbing large amc;mnts of water from the atmosphere. 
The co.re. mpisture samples from the cohesive soil standards were 
quite uniform with a variance of less than one.per cent mo:ist\.l.re con-
tent. This :is considerably less than one pcf in any of these 
standards. 
The access tubing fit tightly in th~ cohesive soils .with ai, al;>sc;i-
lute mini111um of air gap between.so;il.and tube wa.1.1. The outside of 
the steel cutting tube was lubricated with .silicon grease to prevent 
as much soil.disturbance as possible. It worked well for the clay. 
soiis. In cont~ast, the access tubing in the sand standards did not 
fit aij tightly. Perhaps th,e best procedure fo,:- sands is to compact; 
the 1:1oil around the ac;c~ss J:ube (Ref 3). 
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Data Collection Ptocedu:i:;e 
Pt"ol;)e.readings.were taken at t~o :f,nch :;l,ntervals start:1,.ng at tpe 
bottom of the access tube ~nd progressing upward. The data tak~n at· 
eacl\.lev~l consisted of.10 one minute counts which placed t;he pulse 
response.at the ninty-nine per ceI).t conf:t,dence level with a statist:i,pal 
deviat:f.,on of less than one per cent (Ref 16). The probe was moved 
toward the top of the s·tandard until a large deviat:f,on in equipment 
response was note.d. 
Ten standard counte, each of one minute duration, were taken 
before.· and after each series of data readll.nijS. The· standard count is 
the probe. :i:-esponse in its protective shield, which acts as. a seco:ndary 
reference standard • 
. T,rpical probe responses are shown in Fig 4.20. for the density 
probe at1.d Fig 4.21 for the moisture probe. The term C is the 
r 
~aunt ratio, or. the ratio between probe response in the calibration 
stan4ard and the ~yerage count in the reference standard~· 
The de,;i'ility response .. is of part:f,cular interest. The small 
decrease in probe respqnse is ur>iderstandab,1.e as the probe is raisecl 
fro111, the. bo.ttom of the acces'il tubing. Th.e probe is no longer influ-
ep.ced by the bottom of the barrel or the lead plug.in the.access 
tubing~. However, as the probe reached the five pr s;Lx inch Level .a 
sharp dec.rease · in C was noted.. Th.ts was characteristic of allr the r 
c;ollesive soil .standards. It; is thought th.at the compaction procedure 
Eµnployed. produced this. effect~ The Stimdard barrel was most sta.ble in 
the steel· :l;ra.me du;ing compaction of the. third~ :j:ourtq, and, fifth 
· J,.ifts. The most effic:i.ent compaction w~~-developed :J.n this i;egi,oP, and 
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fi~ure 4.21. !ypical Moisture Probe Response 
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in ·~e· soil ill)Illediately below it. Part of the· compaction effort in the. 
upper lifts was tra-nsmitted to the lower levels causing an area.of 
higher densification. As the probe appr<;>ac}:i.ed the surface of the 
standard; the Cr was influenced gteatly as-is illustrated by the. 
sharp increase in pulse count~ This response does not give valid 
indication of density at this level; 
The moisture response indicated a uniform distribution of moist1.1re 
in the clay standards with a gradual decrease in count ratio as the 
probe was raised. This decrease is due to container geometry as the 
detector tube was at or near the soil.surface •. 
In both cases, the physical dimensio~s of the standards limit the 
region of valid probe response to about six inches. The data obtained 
with probe at the bottom of the access tube was utilized bec~use it 
differed on;l.y slightly from the probe.response in levels immediately. 
above .. it. Data obtained in the regions which .ate discussed previously 
as giving erroneous pulse counts was not considered. The moi~ture 
prc.:>be data was judged valid until the response began to decrease. 
characteristically. 
Therefore, it is recommended that future soil standards be 
designed with twenty-four to thirty inch.soil thicknesses to increase 
the region of valid probe-response. The nuclear equipment used 'in 
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Figure 4.22. :Nuclear Equipment v, ..... 
Figure 4 . 23. Data Collection Procedure Vl N 
CHAPTER V 
DATA PRESENTATION .AND DISCUSSION 
The following chapter correlates the nuclear equipment response 
to the moisture contents and bulk densities of the calibration stan-
dards. Calibration.curves for the density and moisture probes a~e 
recommended on the basis of data obtained in this study and in previous 
work at Oklahoma State University. 
Density Probe Data 
According_to theory, the relationship between mass density and 
count ratio C 
r 
is approximately linear on a semi-logrithmic plot 
for values in the range of.normal soil mass densities.· Density data 
obta:i,ned in this study have been plotted with ·average count ratio ~s 
the ordinate on the log scale and wet density in pounds per cubic foot. 
as the abscissa on an arithmetic scal,e. A least squares regression 
analysis was utilized to determine the equation of the linear curve. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the curves obtained for the three .soils. 
and t4e Troxler calibration curve for Portland cement concrete. Th~ 
data indicate-.four separate relationships exist, with t4e Troxler cal• 
ibration curve near the middle of the data. 
The san.d data were interesting because of their close fit to a 
linear curve. As previously discussed, the standards had definite wet 
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for all valid levels were averaged to determine the count ratio for the 
average bulk density of the standard1:1. Even,though the density 
response was not constant at all levels, the average cqunt ratio still 
producep the linear curve .with minimal scatter. 
This averaging approach was used for the PRC and silty clay to 
~:l.nta:l,n·a co:nsistent procedure. The experimental data :produced quite 
favol;'abieresults. ~e PRC standards fit the linear curve theory 
excellently for all four points. 'l'he silty clay has more data scatter 
but still produced good results. Table 5;1 lists the equations for 
the four density calibration curves. 
Figure 5.2 incorporates th!:! pl;'evious.experimental data.of LeFevre 
and Manke with the data obtained in. tqis study, LeFevre and Manke· 
proposed a band wid,th type c~libration, as shown by the two heavy black 
. lines. '.Oley theorized the band width would be narrowed by additional 
research. Subsequent data for the PRC falls within this range. In 
fact, it correlates quite well with previous PRC standards constructed 
at Oklahoma State University. Therefore, it is qelieved that the PRC 
density curve is valiq. for this particular density probe~ However, the 
silty clay and sand are out;side the ban<;).. This indicates that perhaps 
the band approach is not satisfactory with new experimental results 
diverging fr9m a median cal:i,bration curve •. Separate clensity curves 
for ind;t.vid,ual, s_oil types are recommended on thiE? basis. 
Moisture Probe Pata 
Figure 5,3 show, the moisture probe response for tl,le series of 
· standards as well as the Troxler calibration curve. These curves are 
arithmetic plats-with count ratio as the ordinate and voJ,.umetric water 
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D~NSITY: 
Sand Log Percent St;mdard = 1. 79890 - .OQ286D* 
PRC Log J?erc;ent Standard = 2.22390 - .00689D 
Silty Clay Log Percent Standard = 2.04927 - .00485D 
T;roxler-1965 Log Percent Stanclard = 2.17815 - .00650D 
Manke-LeFevre-1966 Log Percent Standard= 2,08490 - ,00570D 
MOISTURE: 
Sand Percent Standard= 26,0~ + 2.96W** 
PRC Perce~t Standard= 20.16 + 2.80W 
Silty Clay Percent Standard= 9.37 + 3.21W 
Troxler-1965 Percent Standard= 6,69 + 3.43W 
Mank.e--LeFevre"'.'1966 Percent Standard= 2.20 + 4.llW 
PRC-Silty Clay Percent Standard= 8.20 + 3,35W 
* D = wet density in lb per c1,1 ft 
** W = v9l1.~metric water content in lb peJ;" c;u ft 
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Figure 5.3. Moisture Calibration Curves 
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00 
content in lb per cu ft as the a~scissa. In the range of normal soil 
mpisture content the curves should be lin~ar. 
The moisture probe data for all standards was computed on the 
baeiis of average probe response as previously discussed. The sand 
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· presented c,msiderable difficulty in th:J,s respect. The average mois-
tur~ content from the soil,. samples was calculated and plotted against 
average moisture probe response. This average moisture content was 
aJways less than the clesign .value. The sand standards, with the 
elimination of Standard Np. 2, proc:luced a linear curve with a small 
amount·of scatter. Standard No. 2 hacl considerable air gap between 
the. access t1,1.be and· the soil ~ss. This was ca\,lsed by an attempt to 
remove sand from the cored liole with an auger section. Consequently, 
the water migrated to air space around t;he. access tube in the satura-
ted zo1,1e. The concet).trated moisture region produced an erroneous gage 
response. 
Th,e·:E>RC and silty clay data a.lso produced linear curves which 
indicate separate curves for the three soils. The slope of the cali-
bration .curves a?;"e somewhat similar to the Troxler curve, as seen in 
Table 5 .1. A general observation of the data in,dicates it would be 
feasible ti:>. ~ombine tqe data for the cohes;lve soils and develop a 
moisture cq.rve sµitable fol;' use in clays and siJ,.ty clays, 
Figure 5.4 ie a composite \)lot of al;l. moisture data including 
that presented by teFevre and Manke, The additional data indicate the 
LeFevre:-Manke calibration curve should l;>e reduce.d in. slope. It is 
thought that one curve for the moisture probe is a distinct poseib;i.lit;y. 
· It was .mentioned previously that Standarcl No. 10 was compacted at 
a le>w 11\0i~ture content which wou.lcl permit the sphere of influence of 
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1igure 5.4. Combined Moistuie Cal~bration Data 
the moistute probe to extend outside the container. If this occurred 
it was believed a rapid decrease in Cr would be evident. However, 
the sharp decrease was not noted. In fact the point is considered 
quite valid for the calfbration pro-cedure. Evidently, the moisture 
content selected was not dry enough to produce the change anticipated 
in moisture probe response.· 
Evaluation of Data 
This study has indic~ted possible solutions for the calibration 
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problem. The density prob~ b quite "inset1sitive", but the calibration 
curve for the device is not. A small deviatiot1 of C will produce a 
r 
large change in wet density, The scatter of density calibration curves 
will put a premium on accurate judgement in field data evaluation. In 
this respe~t.:, the PRC curve is valid for the reasons already discussed. 
It-is quite similar to the median curve (middle of the proposed band) 
recommended by LeFevre and Manke. Therefore, for the present time, it 
is believed that the PRC curve should be used for reduction of all·SMV 
data, This recommendation is subject· to revision upon furthe.r experi-
mentation with other soils. 
A median moisture curve is a definite recommendation, The silty 
clay and PRC data_ from this study should be combined and one curve 
used for a,11 soils encountered._ As stated previously th;i.s curve will 
not· differ from LeFevre an~ Manke' s. median curve in the range of normal 
subgrade moisture contents, The flatter slope will it1fluence the data 
evaluation only in extremely wet or dry soils. This curve is also 
shown in Fig 5, 4 •. It is believed that for Oklahoma soils this curve 
is more nearly accur~t~ _that1 .. the- facto1;y cagb;:,,tion curve, 
Standard Material Design Criteria wet-. dry w _Volumetric Moisture 
No. {pcf) (pcf) (%) Content 
(pcf) 
1 Sand e=.67 w=20% 119.50 107.10 · 11. 58 12.40 
2 II e=.67 w=25% 118.09 96.20 22.75 21.89 
3 11 e=.67 w=22% 114.21 99.73 14.52 14.48 
4- II e=.67 w=l8% 113.14 102.53 10.35 10.61 
5 JI e=.67 w=24% 115.73 96.62 19.78 19.11 
6 PRC yd=117 w=l6% 123.15 10(;.83 15.28 16. 32 · 
7 II yd=llO w=19% 119. 54. 1-01.15 18.18 18. 39 · 
8 11 yd=103 w=22% 121.44 100.41 20.94 21.03 
9 11. y =96 w=25% 117.09 93.47 25.27 23.62 d 
10 Silty Clay yd=ll9 w=9% 123.p4 114.10 8.27 9.44 
11 n y-d=ll2 w=12% 130. 72 117. 71 11.05 - 13.00. 
12 II yd=l06 w=l5% 128.08 112.11 · 14.24 15.96 
13 11 yd=lOO w=18% 123.QO. 105.59 16.49 17.41 



































A c;lata summary for all standards :i,s shown.in Tal;>le 5.2. Results 
of chemicalr analysejiil on the three calibration soils are given in 
Appe11,dix B. No eignific.ant amounts of either gamma or neutron 
abse>rbere were found in, any of thf! three. soils. Some other explanation 
must e;x;ist for the different calil;,ration c,urves produced by each soil 
type. 
CHAPfER vr· 
CONCLU.S IONS. A.t1D RECOMMENOATIONS 
Fro1J1. the «;ata present;:ed in Chapters IV and V, the following con-
clusions lllaY be drawn:· 
1. A sui,table method fpr preparing cohesive soil standards has 
peeJi determ:1,.l).ed. The equipment.required is found in.most m,aterials 
laboratories or is refl,dily availab~e. Furthei;-more, the soil standards· 
are dual purpose. They can be·ut:llized to.calibrate both nuclear.den-
~ity aDid mo;i.sture depth Pl;'Qbe13, 
2. For present SMV researc:h, a median c:al..ibration curve for den"':' 
sity is satisfactory. However, the magnitude of separation in calibra-
. tion c::urves with. re1:1pec:t to soil type :l.s such t;hat this approa,ch is not . 
the final solution. Indi<\'.ations. are given that separate .calibration 
curve$ will be requit'ed for proper.field data evaluation. The Band 
approach does not appear to be valid because of diverging data 
i;-esponses. 
J. A, median C,;iHbratiqn curve for the moisture probe is recom-
m~nded for fi~ld d,t1.;1 evaluation, Although the. dif:l;erent soils indi-
cated that each had a separate calibration curve, the variance was not 
large. For mo!s~ure probe use to be practical, one curve is possibly 
the only so:/-ution •. · However, the curve must be determined from actual 
soil~water syste~. 
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With rei;pect to further rHearch, the following reco~endat,ions 
are made: 
1. 4 wider range of spils shquld be stqdied with regard to soil 
caU.bratio.n, particul,a.rly as they ef~ect density gage response. 
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2. Attention should be given to correlation, of physical, mineral, 
and chenu,.cal pt;operties with $a,ge response, especially for density 
gages. Particular emphasis should be given to correlating the results 
frol!l stancl.ard engineering test;:s. It ;is felt tqat "mathemc1.tical model" 
correlat;:;J.on, even if all variables are. ever correctly considered, will. 
not be accepted by field en$ineers, Chemical property correlation will 
probably be t;:oo expensive and time-consuming. 
3 •. The.processing phase for cohesive soils is the most 
time-consum;Lng p,artof the calibration process. This procedure should 
be made mQre effici,ent, :lf possible, 
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Scaler: Troxler Model 200-B 
Serial Number 256 
De~sity Equipment: ST-DD-2 Depth Density Gage, Shield and Standard 
Model S-7, $e~ial Numb~r 77 with Depth Density Probe Model.504, 
Serial Number 23, using a 3 millicurie radium-226 source, Serial 
Number R-3-15 
Moistu;e Equipment: SY-SM-1 Depth Moisture Gage, Shield and Standard 
Models-~, Serial Number 407, with~ Depth Moisture Probe Model 
104, Serial Nµmber G-19953, using a 3 millicurie radium 226-







Chemical Ap,alysis by Andrew S. McCreath and Son, Inc. 
Analytical atld Consulting Chemists, Harrisburg, Penusylvania~ 
Sand 
Calciulll · 0.056% 
:tron · O.Z8% 
Cadmium * 
Sodiull\ 0.085% 
Potassium . o. 20% 
Lith~um. 0.005% 
Borpn . 0.005-2.05% 
Beryllium 
* less. than O. 001% 
** less th~n 0.005% 
* 
PRC Silty Clay 
0.73% 0.29% 
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